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CHAIR KANE: .. .(gavel) . .. I'd like to call to order the Council's Budget and Finance
Committee meeting for Tuesday, October 3rd , 2006. For the record, we have in
attendance, the Vice-Chair of the Committee, Member Hokama; as well as Committee
Members
Anderson,
Molina,
Tavares,
Kane,
and
Pontanilla.
Excused ... Members Mateo, Carroll, Johnson. Members, we have two items on your
agenda this afternoon.
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ITEM NO. 100: AMENDING FY 2007 BUDGET (CENTRAL MAUl LANDFILL, PHASE IV-B)
(C.c. No. 06-234)

CHAIR KANE: The first item, Budget Finance Item Number 100, amending the Fiscal Year
2007 Budget for the Central Maui Landfill, Phase IV-B. Members, for your information,
the Committee is in receipt of County Communication Number 06-234 from the Budget
Director, transmitting the following proposed bills. First, a bill for an ordinance
amending the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget for the County of Maui as it pertains to estimated
revenues, capital improvement projects, and total appropriations for operating and capital
improvement projects. And the purpose of this proposed bill is to increase the
Bond/Lapsed Bond appropriation by 3.3 million dollars and to add a 3.3 million dollar
appropriation for the Central Maui Landfill, Phase IV-B in the Wailuku-Kahului
Community Plan District Bond Fund. Second bill we have before us, Members, is
entitled a bill for an ordinance amending Ordinance Number 3388, Bill Number 35 of
2006, relating to the issuance of general obligation bonds of the County of Maui. And
the purpose of this proposed bill is to increase the general obligation bond authorization
by that 3.3 million dollars and to and to add the 3.3 million dollars for the Central Maui
Landfill, Phase IV-B project in the Kahului-Wailuku Community Plan District.
Members, the Committee is in receipt of a revised Budget bill from the Budget Director
that was transmitted to us on September 29th , 2006. The revised bill makes
nonsubstantive format changes, including adding ending quotation marks in Sections 1, 2,
3, and 4. The Chair would, first, like to thank the Chairman of the Public Works and
Environmental Management Committee, Member Joe Pontanilla, for scheduling and
having a discussion yesterday morning in the Committee with respects to this first item,
Budget and Finance Item Number 100. I think a lot of information was given to the
Committee, and so that will help, I think, move along on this particular item that we have
before us, Members. The Council's Public Works Committee had that discussion, and it
included the work to be done in that Phase IV-B of the Central Maui Landfill. Members,
for your information,
has received a low bid
5.264 million dollars.
Fiscal
Budget
3
dollars based on
a 20 ..,0"£',0,,,,11'
a change,
Members,
objections at
appropriate
Staff to make any nonsubstantive format changes
potential first reading at the full Council. And again,
ask for that at the appropriate
time. Members, at this time, we'd like to see if we have anybody signed up for public
testimony. And it looks like we don't have anybody. Without objections, since we're
gonua move right into the substantive ...matter, subject matter, I'm gonua close
testimony for this afternoon. Any objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you, let's move forward, Members. We have, on Budget and
Finance Item Number 100, for the record, first, I'm sorry, Member Carroll is present for
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this afternoon's meeting, as well as .. .I believe Mr. Molina was already here. So,
Member Carroll, thank you for being here. Members, with us this afternoon, we do have
our Budget Director, as well as our. .. Public Works Director and Division Chief for Solid
Waste, as well as Corporation Counsel in attendance. The Chair will provide opportunity
for, first, our Budget Director to provide any opening remarks to the revised bill ... or any
of the substantive matter that we are discussing. Mr. Ginoza, good afternoon.
MR. GINOZA: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, Members. Thank you for the ...
. . . very good introduction, but. . .if I may, and I may repeat some of your comments, I'd
like to make the following presentation. The proposed ordinance is to add an
appropriation of 3.3 million in the ... Fiscal Year 2007 Budget for the Central Maui
Landfill, Phase IV-B project. This project was funded by bonds in the Fiscal Year 2006
Budget for 3 million dollars. However, bids were opened on August 10t \ 2006, with the
low bid of 5 million 264, 5.264 million, which included an additive of 854,200 dollars.
The requested supplemental appropriation of 3.3 million includes a 20 percent
contingency for unexpected change orders and other unforeseen contract cost overruns
for the project. The requested funding for this supplemental appropriation is through
general bond obligations .
. . . General obligation bonds ... {laughter} . .. I'm sorry. Through the accounting
process, the repayment of the bonds are, are allocated to the Division based on the use of
the bond proceeds, and such repayments are made from the operations of the Division.
The other sources of funds, possible sources of funds would be Carryover/Savings from
either the Solid Waste Division or the General Fund.
While there may be
carryover/savings from the Solid Waste Division, usually carryover is not significant and
should be used to cover either unexpected operating costs in Fiscal Year 2007, or used to
fund operations in Fiscal Year 2008.
Although the Solid Waste
to
revenues
necessary
to defer
comments.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Good afternoon, Mr. Arakawa.
MR. ARAKA WA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. This is an important. .. supplemental request that we
I'd like to ask our Solid Waste Division Chief,
have before the Committee.
Tracy Takamine, to go over some of the background as far as, status update as far as
what's happening at the Central Maui Landfill for the Committee's consideration as well.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Takamine, if you can, please .. .introduce yourself for the
Committee.
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MR. TAKAMINE: My name is Tracy Takamine, I'm the Solid Waste Division Chief. I actually
presented this ... slide show yesterday at the Public Works Committee. What you have in
front of you, I believe you all have it. .. what I'll do is just go through it real quick. But if
you tum to the, I think it's the third page with the colored photographs ... with
four ... four per sheet, I'll start with the, I'll just give you a quick rundown of. .. of the
facility, where we're at with Phase IV -A, also with Phase I and II closure ... before we get
into the Phase IV-B construction. So on the first page there, you'll see the title, Main
Entrance. That's just--if you haven't been to the landfill--a picture of the main
entranceway into the Phase IV-A facility ... ofthe Central Maui Landfill.
· .. The next one is a shot of the recycle area just to the right of the entranceway. And
this area is our main recycle center for the Central Maui Landfill. We have cardboard
recycling, we have three bins--roll on/roll off bins--for, strictly for cardboards. One for
glass. We also have, up on top there on the left, newspaper, plastics ... and plastic bag
recycling. Off to the right, it's not on the picture, is our HI 5 Redemption Center area.
So we have, it's, it's pretty much all full, full recycling there. We use motor oil, we
handle down on the bottom next to the residential drop off area.
· .. Next photograph we see is at, of the operations building. That's where my staff is
located at, Administrative staff. You see back there, just to the left of that is a water tank.
We have no water at this facility. Everything is trucked in for restroom facilities and
irrigation. But it's, the main purpose of that water tank is for fire. The next photograph
is the scale house. When you come around the bend, your... commercial vehicles go off
to the right, go over the scale ...residential vehicles go, continue straight on through to
the left of the scale house. And if you flip over to the next page ...
· . . that's ... the top left photograph is the residential drop off.
We have
four ... roll-on/roll-off bins. And each, each one can handle two cars--so a total
eight
roll-on/roll-offbins
cars can be offloading at anyone time. The next one is a shot of
back side. We have to
we
basically
we,
gomg
to
over
scale and weighing everything that's going to
accurate number
tonnages of residential. Whereas,
Phase I
you
recall, people just drove right on to the landfill and discharged their refuge. So we didn't
have an accurate tonnage of what was going in from ...
· .. self-haul residential drop off. Next shot is the leachate tanks, we have eight of 'em. I
believe they're 8,000 ... 8,000 gallons each. No, they're 4,000 gallons each. And
basically this is the storage for any leachate that we get at the landfill. We pump it from
the landfill into these above-ground storage tanks ...holding tanks, and we either
discharge the leachate onto the working face or we're taking it to the Kahului Wastewater
Treatment. ..Reclamation Facility. Next photograph is that of the leachate lagoon that
was constructed in the, in the past. I guess, due to some ... errors or, or inconsistencies, it
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was not accepted by Department of Health, so it is not part of the permitted facility.
Although it's on the facility grounds, it's not. .. allowed to be used by Department of
Health. We'll actually be filling this leachate lagoon as part of the IV-B construction.
· .. Next photograph, top left is just a ... a picture of the working face of the Phase IV-A
landfill.
· .. Next picture you see is an actual profile view. You can barely make it out, but that's
Phase IV-A directly in front of you, right in front of that car.
· .. Next photograph you see part of IV-A and .. .I mean, IV, yeah, IV-A. In front of that,
that, that depression, that big depression is where IV -B is gonna go. In the background
you see the... also the I and II closures. The last photograph, again, is a photograph of
the scale house. And directly in the back of that is I and II closures.
NOTE:

Silence.

MR. TAKAMINE: ... Now, I'm gonna go back to the beginning, the first. .. planned view. It
gives you an overall view of the entire Central Maui facility. I think it's labeled "#2" on
the bottom ... bottom right. I highlighted Phase IV-B so you can see where Phase IV-B is
in reference to IV -A and Central Maui I and II closure. Currently, the I and II closure,
just for your information, we're about 85 percent complete. We've put on the soil cap.
They're currently.. .installing all of the drainage systems around the landfill and working
on a drainage basin. We anticipate to be completed probably by the end of the month.
One thing that we're not doing right now, it's being delayed due to the drought
conditions, it's the, the starting of the vegetative growth. We're gonna probably be
waiting until the rainy season before they, they plant anything .
. . . Phase

as you know, we started operation

December 2005.

approximately two years,
on
tons
to
600, 650 tons
a,
a expedited
So right now we,
mode
we have to get
IV -B constructed, or at least partially constructed. We
have a projected life of IV-A. .. approximately December 20th is when we anticipated
the ... yeah, on the, on the short side to the .. .long side of probably February of '07. So
we're, we're really having to expedite construction of IV-B. We wanna have the
contractor at least give us half of that landfill by the end of the year or early January in
order to start disposing of refuse in that side of the ... the Phase IV-B landfill .
. . . I've also included a projected Phases V and VI on there just for your reference. We
probably will be--at this rate that we're, we're getting ... refuse into the landfill, we're
looking at having to start construction and have Phase V ready to accept waste probably
in four to five years.
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· .. Also on that site map, you'll see in the red, on the bottom left is the entrance facility
in reference to Phase IV -A and -B.
· .. If you flip over to the next page, it's just another. .. again, a site plan, but just little, I
guess clearer picture of where A and B is located and also V and IV.
· .. And if you flip over to the next page, that's a more detailed description of the Phase
IV-B construction. So as you can see, IV-B also, the work that we're gonna be doing is
that green .. .lines located on the left and right of the picture. It's actually a
· . .(inaudible) . .. 20-foot maintenance roadway, but it also serves as a drainage system to
catch any runoff from the landfill to ensure that nothing runs off the site. It, it, it will be
discharged into that. .. sedimentation basin at the top portion of your page. You also see
the leachate lagoon which will be filling with the fill material from the excavation of
Phase IV-B.
· .. We anticipate probably putting on that area, once we fill it, we're gonna be using it
for, right now we're looking at possibly putting on the flare station for the gas system
that's gonna be put in place with the closure of! and II.
· .. That concludes my presentation. Any questions?
CHAIR KANE: Members, before the Chair opens up the floor. .. Director Arakawa, maybe you
can give us some comment specific to the additional 3.3 million dollars with respects to
the bid amount that you received of 5.264. I mean, thank you for the ... the background
information, but I think we need to get right into the substance ... of this issue, and why
3.3 additional, why the 20 percent increase or the contingency for change orders and
other unforeseen contract cost overruns.
Chair,
MR. TAKAMINE: ...
we, I believe we

· .. We did
Although we
it
we, we did that
mainly because we thought we would be short of some funds. But not this, this amount
of funds. We still need to install those items to be in compliance with Department of
Health ... requirements. So since we're coming in for a supplemental budget, we,
we ... and we're asking for the entire amount so we can build this landfill according to
how it was designed and, and meet the Department of Health specifications.
· .. I think the big items here ... this is a, this is a very big ... earth-moving operation. The
big items we have in here that, that. .. are, actually it's escalating as we speak, are cost
for such things as the HTPE liner, geotextile material for the .. .landfill bottom, there's a
lot of earth-moving that's gonna be required.
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... I think this .. .I mean, that's all I can say. I mean it, it came in high ... (laughter) . .. I
mean, this is, this is the low side of the, the bids and .. .I think the bidding environment
itself, we've been looking at 30 to 50 percent higher cost in the, the bids that have been
commgm.
CHAIR KANE: Okay, Members, we're open for questions. Mr. Hokama, open up, and then I'll
recognize Mr. Molina.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Regarding the, well, let me start with the ... the Budget Director,
first, Mr. Ginoza. I know you made mention earlier in your comments ... regarding this
Division and their minimal. .. carryover, I believe is the term you used .
. . . But department-wide ...the Department is gonna move forward with all their CIP that
they... that they requested and Council approved ... or was there ability for you
to ... consider certain projects that may not go forward and then take ...just make a
budget amendment to shift the project title and, and stay still within your same bond
authorization ceiling and we wouldn't need to look at borrowing more money?
NOTE:

Silence.

MR. GINOZA: ... Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Ginoza?
GINOZA:
the bonding.
proposed

.U.\.)' .... "".H«,

no, I, I
review
projects come
So

bond schedule .

process IS,
are
started, there's no
continues, there's
you know,

at some
authorization
So even though
than the ... so-called use of funds, the, those bonds will not be issued.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ginoza, 1. .. we understand how we finance projects up front
with our cash on bond projects. I wanted to be informed this afternoon whether or not
through your process, your own internal process, whether you've reviewed the ... through
the Administration, the approved CIP projects. Because every year we come back to
budget--and I'm sure we'll get it back in March 15 t \ '07 that various departments did not
do their projects for various reasons ...hundred percent overrun, wasn't worth to rebid,
something happened, we chose to defer.
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... So that tells me ... that there's monies available that we already approved for capital
improvement. And instead of asking us for more money, I'd hope you folks would be
able to--if you're asking me for this this afternoon, you should be able to tell me
everything that you've approved is moving forward, and that is why we need new money.
MR. GINOZA: ... Mr. Hokama, I cannot say that because I don't know.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Well, Mr. Ginoza, you know, I, I .. .I know you, your staff
limitations. But I hope the departments and maybe with Finance, since we do have the
quarterly CIP reports, Chairman... that that would give the Administration some ability
to ... to see if internally they could have made some other adjustments and just do the
easy request and ask this ... Council, through your Committee, for more money. That's
the easiest thing--ask for more money. And yet they, they don't, we don't have
attachments that show what we changing our bond obligation to, how we gonna take care
the total debt. . .indebtedness this County's gonna owe, including the State Revolving
Funds ...whether or not, how it's gonna impact the next couple budgets ... annual
payments, as well as are they gonna expedite the six-year forecast on CIP for this
Division in this specific project area of Central Maui Landfill, and then how does that
relate to any adjustment to the rate structure of fees that the consumer or our residents
gonna pay. I expected a completely well thought-out proposal for us to be able to
see ... see if they've done their due diligence, it's been thought out, I can see what they're
projecting on rate increases ... for the next three years to take care of this expedited
request. .. and then ask us for approval. I don't wanna pull teeth to get information I
think would assist the Committee in reaching a sound, responsible conclusion, Chairman.
. . . Because I'm always tired of this last-minute results that "we're under the gun, again,
guys, we don't build this by December, we're gonna have health violations, Federal EPA
violations, we're gonna do this, we're
do
NOTE:

Silence.

. . I,
KANE:

you.

Molina?

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chairman .
. . . To Mr. Arakawa or Mr. Takamine ... the, you mentioned the, the company that got
the low bid. Was that Diversified or, or Good, Goodfellow? Just for the record. Which,
which of the three companies got the ... put out the low, lowest bid?
MR. TAKAMINE: We had bids from Rojac, who won the bid, low bidder--
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, Rojac. Okay.
MR. TAKAMINE: --Goodfellow, and Diversified.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Do you have a, maybe you probably don't, but maybe
at a later point, could you provide us a breakdown of the specific services they're gonna
do for this job? I'm just curious as to where the majority of the expense, expense is at. I
guess, is it with the fuel cost or the lining?
MR. TAKAMINE: ... They got this, right?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Molina, I'm sorry-MR. TAKAMINE: It's-CHAIR KANE: --attached to your September 8th on the County Communication-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay.
CHAIR KANE: --there is a... breakdown, construction request for the additional funding. And
there's a listing ofthe bid analysis.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
CHAIR KANE: So that, that can give you the breakdown between Rojac ... Rojac's ... bid and
give you the cost-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.

me.
CHAIR KANE:

you.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
wondering Director Arakawa can
give us an answer to Mr. Hokama's question about CIP that has not and will likely
not. .. go out to bid ... so that we would know ifthere's cash funds available that we could
utilize for this rather than see it coming as ... Carryover/Savings.
MR. ARAKAWA: ... Councilmember Anderson, at this point in the Fiscal Year, you know,
basically the '07 Fiscal Year started on July 1, and we're in October. So it's basically
the, the first quarter of the year. At this point early in the Fiscal Year, it's ...rather
difficult for us to basically give up on projects that have been, for which appropriations
have been made. As far as I know, our intent is to implement all of the projects which
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were approved by the Council. But as Council Hokama mentioned, typically what
happens is, you know, things come up, you know, and we are not able to complete it. But
at this point early in the Fiscal Year. . .if you're asking us which of the projects are ... are
not gonna be done, I, I really can't answer that question at this point. Our intent is to
implement all of 'em at this point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: What about from the last fiscal year? Do you have any
outstanding projects that have not been, that have been appropriated but not gone out to
bid?
MR. ARAKAWA: ... As far as the last fiscal year, the '06 Fiscal Year, we have until the end of
December. .. to try to encumber all those monies. Urn... I'd really have to go back and
take a better look at it. I know that we want, there are several projects that are under the
gun as far as trying to get monies encumbered. Weare trying our best to get all of those
monies encumbered and those projects out to the best of our ability, but if the Committee
desires, we can certainly check.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Questions?
... Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Maybe for Budget Director in
regards to how often we review CIP projects. As Mr. Hokama indicated, we got the first
quarter results. As the Administration, with all of the departments, do we have a review
of major projects the County and, and ... during the review ...

MR. GINOZA: Mr.
CHAIR KANE: Go ahead, Mr. Ginoza.
MR. GINOZA: Basically, we have the quarterly CIP Implementation Report. And the problem
that we're facing with with that report is, you know, we're trying to ... clean up the
report, if you will, because there's hundreds ofprojects within that report. And what I'm
trying to do is filter out all the older projects so we can clean out the report. And before,
you know .. . {laughter} . .. and, and that's that difficulty I have--you know, whether we
should look at current projects or look at the overall project in total.
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· .. And I've kind of determined that we should clean up the report before we go forward.
But the idea is the quarterly implement. .. CIP Implementation Report is the report that
we should be using to review the projects.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. For the budget that we ... approved back in
May for '07 .. .'06-'07 Budget ...
· .. for those projects, do we have start times, completion times? I, I know we have
appropriation, total appropriation for, for the ...project itself. What I'm trying to get at is
do we have, like, say a quarterly spending... of the projects that were earmarked for
'07 Budget?
MR. GINOZA: For the '07 Budget, the supplemental, I mean, the CIP Implementation Report is
gonna be as of September 30 th , which is what we're compiling right now. And it does
show what the expenditures and encumbrances are for the quarter up through
September 30th •
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And you have completion dates for all of the projects?
MR. GINOZA: Well, we're inserting within the CIP Implementation Report a column
for. .. estimated completion date to at. .. at least be more clear in terms of what to expect
from the departments.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
So all of the departments does have a project
management. .. type of information that can be provided?
MR. GINOZA: Yes, the process for the CIP Implementation Report is that we have it on
the ... you know, like a shared drive. And we have a listing of all the projects with
the ... finance information--like their expenditures and encumbrances. And what we ask
departments to do is to update
reports by providing us some comments as to
· .. (end of tape, start
.. are.
confusing
of
eSIllma.tea
date are
So
are.
VVJ.HIJJ'-'LllVU

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

you.

you,

CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Further questions?
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: ... Members, any questions?
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: ... Your Budget and Finance Committee Chair--
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR KANE: --is aware and I'll recognize you injust-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: --a moment, Mr. Hokama--is aware that Mr. Ginoza, I believe, has forwarded
the CIP Implementation Report as of June 3r1h, which is the lh quarter report. And that,
I believe, is gonna be, anticipated for our next Council meeting, not this upcoming one
this Friday, but the next one.
· .. But again, that's 4th quarter, as of 6/30. And from a quarterly standpoint, if we've
already reached the end of September, then there's some additional time for them to
provide a "cleaned-up report", I think is the terminology Mr. Ginoza used--for us to have
information later on in the year. Just FYI. Mr. Hokama, go ahead, I'm sorry.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No, no, no, thank you for that comment, Chairman. And ... since we
did bring up the CIP Implementation Report, Chairman, I, I would hope Mr. Ginoza
would take into consideration that unless the project is closed ...
· .. I, I would prefer to see that project. So if it's ten years old, and they still got money
in it and they still wanna use portions of that money, I wanna see that project listed
because I don't want it assumed that that's ... the department's money. That's the
people's money, Chairman.
· .. Now, but back to this specific project, if there was no bid... overrun, I guess is, would
be the term ... to ... to Director Arakawa... pretty much...what we would hear eventually
is that Mr. Takamine .. .(laughter). .. was able to get IV-B squared away on time and
budget.
that be a good ... assumption
bid was
of
currentaplJrOpn
or
scope of work,
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Uh... so when, through Mr. Pontanilla's Committee we
about the increase in the, more or less the daily tonnage that is coming in from the
400 ton projection to the possible 650 tons a day currently_ And I know that we now
having better, more accurate information since Mr. Takamine's operations is weighing
everything before it goes into the landfill. So we have better, better. .. data to process and
make better decisions.
NOTE:

Silence.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... What I'm trying to get at, Mr. Director, is that. .. you would be
within your schedule of, of, of how this next phase would have proceeded?
NOTE:

Very long silence.

MR. ARAKAWA: ... Councilmember Hokama, the bid opening was in August. If ...
· .. the bids came in within our appropriation, Mr. Takamine mentioned .. .it would, we
would still be tight, but. .. we'd certainly be in a better position than ifit overran the bid,
as is currently the case.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
· .. What I, what I'm trying to get at is whether or not. .. there was enough information
that could have been forward to either Mr. Kane or Mr. Pontanilla earlier . .. to help us
appreciate the stress and pressure on your Division currently, Mr. Arakawa, which
is ...there's a clock ticking as well as the landfills daily capacity being reduced by the
amount of more tonnage going in that we had originally projected for.
· .. And I'm just trying to find out whether or not, you know, coming before us three
months ago would have more, more ...more helpful to not only your Division but to us to
see if...there's other ways to address the situation than what is proposed this afternoon.
MR. ARAKAWA: Councilmember Hokama, actually, we appreciate that, that concern. We
appreciate the fact that the Council doesn't like to have these types of requests laid before
you on a last-minute type of situation. What we'd like to do--and we've talked about this
in the past as well, is ...we have an appropriation, we asked for and received an
appropriation to do an integrated solid waste management plan so that everyone is on
board as far as what the Solid Waste Division is intending to do. Therefore, the intent is
to basically
our future out. We wanna get this integrated solid waste management
done, bring it to the
so that the
and
public is well aware
what's gonna be coming
we
want to

HOKAMA:
MR. ARAKAWA: That's, that's our goal.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Mr. Takamine, your operations ... had made you aware that
during this past budget process, this past March to May... that. .. not the money side, but
operationally, capacity-wise ... that this was gonna be a press, pressing.. .issue for your
Division?
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· .. 'Cause I, I was trying to recall if during the last budget process that Mr. Kane
conducted for us ...
· .. whether or not maybe we appreciated a sense of urgency that I, I may have missed.
· .. 'Cause I'm just trying to, you know, as I recall .. .I went under the assumption we still
had time . .. to deal with the Central Maui Landfill issue. So, you know, I, I'm kind
of. . .surprised that now we're down to a handful of months . .. to take care some of our,
you know, pressing concerns.
MR. TAKAMINE: We have, since we opened the landfill. .. been monitoring the tonnage going
in. And we've noticed the increase ... probably, probably about. .. four months ago, five
months ago, and determined, you know, then we started really looking at the capacity we
had and the ... and, and to be honest with you, I think I mentioned it in the Committee
yesterday--you know, the, we have a limited amount of staff, we are ... or have been
pressed with different priorities. So we've been putting out fires, we've been stressing,
you know, I mean, we ... directing our, our efforts ...when we first had to open the
landfill, close the old landfill. All of this effort and time, we can only, only focus on so
much.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. TAKAMINE: So we focused on, on the priorities at hand, trying to get the permit with
DOH, closing I and II, opening Phase IV. And again, this is just one landfill. You know,
we, we have Molokai, we have Hana, we have Lanai-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
MR. TAKAMINE: So ... things just don't happen as fast we'd like.
I
and I had
the, the staff I needed ...we would have been planning
had a design done
on. We
have been able to go out to
I

know, we
have been
have need more money. But, yeah, we could have come in earlier.

we

· .. And I'm still, again, you know, this is a priority now, I still have other priorities. So-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. TAKAMINE: --we, I, I think I answered your question. We, we could have ... we could
have foreseen it if we had started earlier. Again, we were just, our priorities, we're just
trying to, trying to do ...pick the priorities we need to pick in order to, to keep the landfill
open, to keep the Department of Health permits ... within compliance and so forth. So--
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Yeah. No, you answered my question. And thank you for
your candidness. I, I appreciate .. .that type of straight-forward candid response,
Mr. Takamine. So, thank you. My last question would be for Mr. Ginoza, our Budget
Director. I understand why, in a sense, you're proposing bond money to this Committee
this afternoon. Because one of the advantages is ...
. . . Solid Waste, through their fees, can repay the bond ...that we, we, we're considering
to approve this afternoon. General Fund cash, once it goes in doesn't corne out and
doesn't get reimbursed back to the General. We understand that.
... Does the same hold true for State Revolving Funds? It is viewed as cash, therefore,
the Division ...would not have any type of repayment obligation that a bond general, GO
bond would have, Mr. Ginoza?
MR. GINOZA: I believe all of the debt that's--I'm sorry, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Go ahead, Mr. Ginoza.
MR. GINOZA: All of the debt that we have ... the use of the debt is allocated to the departments
or divisions where if it's a special revenue division, then it is allocated to those divisions.
If it's like a General Fund division, of course, it doesn't get allocated but to the General
Fund. So all of the loans, including SRF, are allocated, the repayment obligations are
allocated to the respective divisions for the use of the funds.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So, Mr. Takamine at Solid Waste .. .like we use for Water
Department, SRF loans, that water is, the water rate users, the water users, actually
through their rate helps repay. We could use the same State Revolving Fund loans
provided to Mr. Takamine's Division, and since they have a special. .. revenue ... type of
right, through their fee
we
it
same

HOKAMA:

wanna

MR. GINOZA: Yeah,
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Because normal, normally our understanding is once you do one
General Fund ... subsidy into the pot of the special program, unlike Honolulu, we don't
go back in and say that we, was the loan and we going repay back the General Fund.
Once we've ...we've always practiced once it goes in, doesn't corne back out. So I'm
just trying to get one better sense if I can view State Revolving Fund loans in the same
manner.
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MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chairman? Yes, with respect to S... the State Revolving Fund, it's just, it's
treated the same way as the general obligation bonds in the sense of the reallocation on
the repayments. With respect to whether Solid Waste qualifies for SRF loans, I'm not
sure because the loans that we were dealing with with Water and Wastewater are more
Clean Water type of. .. activity. So I, I'm not aware of any.. .I mean, State Revolving
Fund loans that may provide funding for Solid Waste. But we can check.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So ... my request to you, Mr. Ginoza, is .. .it would be great if
you could make a inquiry to the State to see if that is possible. And if it is and the interest
is lower than our general bond interest rate, that I would hope that you and Mr. Takamine
with Mr. Arakawa would consider that come back to us and say that we have a, another
funding way which would lower the repayment interest to this County by going through a
potential State Revolving Fund... funding mechanism. And I would just ask you to
consider that, please.
MR. GINOZA: Yes, I will.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Just one question for the Director. .. Arakawa. Um.. .I
know we budgeted some monies for an integrated waste ... solid waste plan here on Maui.
Will the plan also includes .. .include rates and fees?
MR. ARAKAWA: ... Councilmember Pontanilla, the intent is to ... discuss this whole issue
about whether we will be going to universal trash pickup or a pay-as-you-throw type of a
system or some hybrid. So the intent is to include that within the scope of services. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

you.

you,

including
.
issue.
2, 3,
and 4 on that first page attached to the September i h letter from you, Mr. Ginoza--excuse
me, to Mr. Ginoza from Director Arakawa. And it's just, I guess it, it's glaring because
the engineer's estimate versus the low bid amount on just excavation for Phase IV-B cell,
drainage/roads, and rock excavation exceeds 1 million dollars in difference. Help us
understand how we can have such a gross underestimation in this area.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... Chair, what page was that?
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CHAIR KANE: Members, attached to your September 8th, which is the first item .. .in your
binder. .. after the ordinances ... you have an attached letter, dated September i h to
Director Ginoza from Director Arakawa. ArId right behind that cover page is Page 1 of
the "Central Maui Landfill, Phase IV -B Contract Bid Arlalysis". ArId I'm referencing
items number 2, 3, and 4, which show the difference between the Rojac bid amount, the
engineer's estimate, and then the cost differential, which is in excess of a million dollars.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... TharJk you.
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: ... Mr. Arakawa, are you prepared to respond?
MR. ARAKAWA: Uh, Mister... oh, I'll defer to ... our Solid Waste Chief on, on this one.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Takamine?
MR. TAKAMINE: Mr. Chair. ..1'11 give you my, my.. .I guess my opinion. You don't have it
front of you, but I have the, the breakdown from Diversified, Goodfellow, and Rojac. I
think, you know, it depends on how they bid it. They might be, they might be bidding
based on some other job they have where they can utilize equipment. .. they might
be .. .looking at maybe, if, if we didn't, weren't gonna be reuse the material, they might
be using, planning on taking this material. .. using it at another project. It's all based on
their internal. .. uh ... cost estimates and, and, and what they're doing. But just for this
line item number 2 ... although the engineering estimate was ...
. . . what is that, 533?
CHAIR KANE: Yes, sir.

contractor
calculations. It could have been
on the volume. Again, what I,
I said before, probably like, I know
Goodfellow,
they bid a job, they look at how they can combine, you know, two
projects. Where, you know, for like, for example, Phase I and II closure, they needed so
many hundreds of thousands of cubic, you know ... cubic yards of, of material to cover
the landfill, where are they gonna get it from. So they, they look at, well, maybe they're
working on a project down the road where they have to excavate materials, so they're
gonna take that material and use it in this, this project. So they, they look at how to
best. .. and meet their, operation more efficient. .. all that comes into play. So why, why
is it so big a difference ... depends on who's bidding and, and what's happening at the
time. Also--
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CHAIR KANE: Mr. Takamine, do you have the, since you talked about the comparisons
with ...Diversified and ... Goodfellow, do you have the number that they, those two
people bid specifically to the excavation of the Phase IV-B cell? What numbers did you
represent?
MR. TAKAMINE: I, item number 2, line item number 2?
CHAIR KANE: Yes.
MR. TAKAMINE: Okay, I got, Diversified's bid was 2.345 million; Goodfellow was 852,000;
and Rojac, you have in front of you at 1.183 million.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. So I, I guess my understanding is trying to understand the engineer's
estimate at 533. What were they basing it on? I mean, there must be-MR. TAKAMINE: Oh-CHAIR KANE: --some baseline that they came to that conclusion and we have three bids that
are ... the lowest one at 830,000 dollars-MR. TAKAMINE: Uh-huh.
CHAIR KANE: --is 50 percent more, more, higher than the, the baseline that's being projected.
MR. TAKAMINE: I, I would assume the engineer's estimate, when they do their, this is a
mainland firm, by the way. They utilize, there's a... basically an industry standard when
they look at excavation. They go, they go to a manual. It tells them what type of job.
They, they, they come out with a figure. But in terms of Hawaii . . .I know even when I
was in Wastewater, they also have this "Hawaii factor", everything is more expensive
Hawaii. And
try to
you go to Molokai, they have a "Molokai factor".
So
to, I guess, come
the best

.. although
estimate we can get, they,
at
nearest when
things.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Takamine.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Follow-up on your-CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --Chairman, please?
CHAIR KANE: Go ahead.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Mr. Takamine, I, I can go with your explanation ...
. . . on the assumption that this was the first cell of the landfill ... especially using this
mainland firm that you mentioned is doing work for, for the Department. But this
is ...the, I guess, what, the 5tt, the 5th cell? You had Phase I, II, III, IV-A, now V-B. So
we've already had past experience of bids for the earlier cells. And we should have had,
if anything, maybe a... sense a pattern if, if certain things on, from Chairman Kane
comes about certain baseline of our engineer's estimates, or our consultant's estimates
that was giving us some indication that either internally we would need, on our side ... to
make some type of adjustment so that when, when, you know, the request to Council
comes, it's, we gonna say they basing it on Phase I, Phase II, Phase III, and Phase IV-A.
I'm trying to understand with all our experience with the different phases and cells of the
landfill--and, and I'm well aware, Mr. Takamine, you were not with this Division ...
. . . Wouldn't that given us some type of... at least some, some histories to go back to tell
our consultant you not only off, you're not even in the same landfill anymore because
you disregarding all this historical data that we have from all our previous cells that
we've done for this same project area. Again, you know, I'm asking the question if
whether or not that was taken into account or is that provided to this company that is
assisting, assisting the County in its projections for cost estimates?
MR. TAKAMINE: You, you're correct. . .in this case, I don't know for sure if you look at the,
yeah, look at the previous ... bid that they constructed it at. Actually, Rojac was the
contractor that did Phase IV-A. But if you look at, for example, you know, I, I
understand what you're saying, but if you look at right, right here, I mean, they're all
bidding on the exact same project-HOKAMA:

Uh-huh.

MR.

they

these estimators are doing,
and, and what
cost is gonna be.
number. .. for some reason, Diversified's
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. TAKAMINE: So .. .I, I think it's, you know, even if-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well ... {inaudible} . ..
MR. TAKAMINE: --you look at that--
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And again you have-MR. TAKAMINE: --you still .. .{inaudible} . ..
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
--you know, Mr. Takarnine, you know, I get my
own...understanding of that kind of bid. I mean, maybe they didn't wanna hurt your
feelings, so they turn in a bid, but they really didn't want the work 'cause they're up to
their. .. eyeballs with projects. So it's like, don't get the County mad, we give 'em a bid,
but we don't want the work, so bid 'em high .
. . . And so, you know, you going get those 8, 10 million dollar price tags for one
3 million ... {laughter} . .. dollar project 'cause ...maybe they not able to perform if they
won the, the bid project. Again ... speculation, but I do know it does happen. You and I
are, you know, we've been around in this ... field long enough to know those things, those
type of things do happen. But again, I just thought I'd bring it up because I know this is
not our first cell in, in the landfill.
MR. TAKAMINE: Right.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And I was just hoping we could-MR. TAKAMINE: And-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --get better, better numbers.
MR. TAKAMINE: Also, to clarify, too ... cell I and II, whatever...whatever the construction
cost, it's completely different from Phase IV because this is a lined landfill. I and II was
an unlined landfill with no leachate collection system. The ... the landfills from now on,
when you see 'em, are completely different.
They're, they, they faU
a
standards.
and
cost is
different. .. standards and, Federal standards
dramatically more
I

MR. TAKAMINE:
Phase
a
if the consultant looked at those numbers when

'HHl,H!;U

>~>,,~uu

.. again, I, I
did his estimate.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Last question, Mr. Takamine, since you brought that up. In your
understanding of the, your Division that you're responsible for currently, and you
mentioned about Phase I and II, is this general overall project, Central Maui Landfill, has
it always been a project that never met budget? Always was at overruns, always cost the
County of Maui more than we had ever wanted it to be, historically, from day one? Is
that the pattern and history of this ... big Central Maui Landfill project, as you best
understand it now that you're responsible for this program?
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MR. TAKAMINE: I, I can't really answer that because I didn't look at the past, I haven't been
looking at the past history and the, and the cost. I mean, it's focusing on, actually, the
future and, and the day-to-day activities. So unless Milton knows the past history, I, I
haven't looked at-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ijust ask that because-MR. TAKAMINE: --what the cost-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --I know as you share with this, the Committee ... our Members, that
you coming in for Phase V. And so for me, it's .. .is this another extension of, again, a
next, near, future cell might be a projected 5 million, but now it's gonna cost us
10 million?
... You know, I'm just. .. projecting out like you .. .(laughter) . .. Mr. Takamine. You
know, is this, if this is the history of this project. .. then I know how to approach it. That,
you know ...the numbers are just a number and I'm gonna have to make my own gut
decision on, on factors that we having a hard time quantify... because of... factors we
have no control over.
... Thank you very much for your comments. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Maybe Mr. Takamine, in regards to
the bids that we got from Rojac, Diversified, as well as Goodfellows, in regards to that
unit cost, the per unit cost. .. I'm sure you got for Diversified as well as Goodfellows.
And, and did you make a comparison to see where some of these costs, big difference
between
three companies occurred?
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MR. TAKAMINE: We didn't, we didn't compare ...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: The unit cost.
MR. TAKAMINE: ... the per unit cost and, and the three different contractors. Because I
think, like Mr. Hokama said, it's, Diversified, probably he's, he's correct in that they just
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gave us a bid ... (laughter) . .. They didn't, probably didn't put much, as much effort as
the ... the other two.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, what I'm trying to get is that. .. when, when you
look at the per unit cost for each of the actions that they need to do or descriptions, then
we, we should get some, well, fairly good idea, taking the high out. .. and the low out,
probably...based on the three companies, come out with a certain average. Because
when you look at the engineer's estimate, I, I don't know what kind books that they use
for on the per unit, you know, it's almost. .. the items that Mr. Kane had noted, you know,
the difference are almost double or triple in some cases, or quadruple. Urn ... you know,
by taking a look at the, the unit prices, maybe you could do some adjustments in the
engineer's estimates on per unit cost so when we go into Phase V we, we get a fairly
good idea what kind cost that we should be looking at and not kind of rely on
the .. .information that you have today in regards to the unit cost or per unit cost.
MR. TAKAMINE: Yeah, just taking a quick look at these numbers, you know, there are some
line items that they're fairly consistent in all three, but the big difference one ... big
differences are the ones that are the, actually in the excavation work.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
MR. TAKAMINE: So .. .I, I think, like I mentioned, depends on what, how their estimator is
looking at this job versus, I think, other jobs and, and how they can, you know, that's the
bulk of their money, I think, is in the excavation anyway-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, if you could compare, you know compare all three
companies, and if they're fairly close to what Mr. Rojac has, then our estimate must be
way off.
NOTE:

Silence.
L<VV'-'.JlU,,"

to

you,
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah,
you, Mr. Chairman. Just following up on
Member Pontanilla's line of questioning and looking at the bid breakdown. You know,
who says there isn't money in rubbish? I mean, it's just incredible-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --when you look at the engineer's estimate versus the bid that
was given, the low bid. We're looking at around roughly 1.3 million dollars, yeah.
Urn ... you know, where can we, I guess looking long term, you know, we're gonna have
to close another landfill over time, where can we, I guess, cut comers, if you will or use
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some of our workers? What areas can our workers ... do, you know, to save up the
County taxpayers some money? Or is this something that none of our employees are
qualified to do?
MR. TAKAMINE: Well, actually from what I understand before, before I came here, we did
some ofthe work in Phase IV-A. You know, a lot ofthat work, earth, earth-moving work
is, is dozers. We have the dozers. We have the heavy equipment ... (end a/tape, start
2A) . .. I, I don't wanna use my, my people to do that. And what happened was, and
that's why we got in trouble with the-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MR. TAKAMINE: --the landfill. We were using our personnel to do work to try to save the
County money. But at the same time... you know, we're neglecting how we're supposed
to be running a landfill. You know, we don't have enough staff, yet we're trying to
commit to, to doing work. .. to save the County money. And it impacts, you know, our
daily activity in, in, in... trying to keep in compliance. So I wanna, with the staff! have,
which is just enough to maintain the landfill, if I'm fully staffed, by the way, I still
haven't filled the supplemental positions that, that you gave me last year. You know,
hopefully we're, we're getting near to the point where we're gonna fill the laborers and
the attendants. And then we're testing for the equipment operators. But even if I'm
filled, that's barely enough to keep my staff working at the landfill. If!, if I try to divert
them to do excavation work which we did in IV-A, it, it's take away, you know, I'm
gonna have to do overtime ...we're gonna have to, we are gonna have equipment
breakdown that now I, I'm gonna have equipment down that I can't use on the landfill,
we can't cover--you know, just for example. I wanna focus on, you know, that's their
job--is to maintain this landfill and, and keep the cover on the material and
compaction... this type of job. If I had extra bodies, we had extra equipment, fine. But,
but I don't have. I don't have redundant equipment. When the equipment goes down
too
redundant
By... by trying to do
now ... you know, we don't
this type of
it
I
trying
~~

~

now
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh. So, looking long term, you wouldn't look at the
option of just hiring more personnel, maybe additional equipment. You know, I'm just
trying to look at the cost and analysis, you know, where, where do we come out ahead in
the long run, you know, accepting bids like this or just hiring, you know, people for our
department and address it in-house. And I, I'm thinking, what's on my mind is
Member Hokama's suggestion about creating a separate construction division within the
Department. But, yeah, I mean, you know, and forgive me, it just seems the disparity
between the engineer's estimate and, and the bid that was given is just, whew, it's a lot
of, lot of, you know, loose change, if you will. So just trying to .. .look at some
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constructive solutions over the long term to try and keep costs, you know, minimize the
amount of cost to the taxpayer on this. But this is something that needs to be
done ... especially when it comes to sanitation and rubbish. It's .. .like I said, there's lot
of money to be made in rubbish ... (laughter) . .. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members?
· .. Member Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't wanna beat a dead
horse 'cause I think Mr. Hokama covered this really well, but. .. something that is
disturbing to me is that these were the engineer's estimates. And .. .it was a consulting
engineer. And .. .I would think that ...
· .. that Mr. Taka... Takamine?
CHAIR KANE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Sorry. That. . .in-house engineers would adjust for the
high cost in Hawaii or that the consulting engineer that we're paying taxpayer dollars to
would be ... cognizant of that so that we're not getting these big surprises. Because ...my
concern is also the future. I mean, we're already...using up the existing IV-A twice as
fast as it was, this, it was planned and scheduled for. So I guess we can assume that the
next section, IV-B ...
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... I'll wait 'til you're finished, Mr. Arakawa.
No,no ...

MR.

COUNCILMEMBER

to

tome

I

as

· .. So I
as
MR. TAKAMINE: In terms of, you mean capacity? Or. .. or construction?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, capacity.

MR. TAKAMINE: Capacity. Uh... at yesterday's Public Works Committee, I, I kind of, I went
over the capacity issues. I, I guess I'll maybe cover real quick here, Phase IV-A, if you
look at your ... handout I gave you ...
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, as I just said, it's, it's .. .it's .. .it's filling up twice as
fast as we had originally planned. Is that correct?
MR. TAKAMINE: In Phase IV-A, correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes. And so it's based, safe to assume that IV-B will do
the same .
. . . Unless, you know, there's gonna be a .. .I didn't attend the meeting, so I don't know
what. .. you know, what was, the, what substantiation was given for the fast or the
increase in the tonnage--except that I'm assuming it's probably construction work. I
mean, can you ... substantiate that?
MR. TAKAMINE: Uh-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Or ...
MR. TAKAMINE: Yeah, that, that's not correct. We don't allow any construction debris,
commercial, into the landfill. Only residential, you know, single households can bring
construction debris in.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, then, then ... that pretty much says that the next
section is gonna fill up twice as fast as what we had originally planned also. Unless we
have a mass exodus, exodus from Maui.
MR. T AKAMINE: The actual capacity when you combine, if you look at the second
handout. .. second.. .third handout. .. and with the drawing with the ...Phase IV-B and
IV-A side-by-side. If you picture this rectangle--IV-A, standing alone ... the design life
was two years. And if you picture that, that. .. that footprint filling up in the, it becoming
height you reach that it becomes
a
at a slope of about 1-3 .. .there's a
operational, I mean,
there's no ability to, I guess,
top the
surface and,
So
reach a mterrne(lla1[e
saymg IS gonna
one year,
you're basically putting
the same TAr'.h",?"1nT
get to a
height, we can
vaHey.
we're looking
at design capacity of IV-A and -B together of approximately four years, hopefully five.
So .. .it's not. .. the same as just -B standing alone by itself.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I see .
. . . Well, nonetheless .. .(cleared throat) . .. excuse me .. .it seems to me that we're
accelerating everything in regards to Phase IV-B, Phase V, Phase VI. It's all gonna be
accelerated since ...we're now at 6.5 tons a year rather than 400 tons. I don't know how
we're gonna cut that back if it's all residential. So my point is .. .is that we need to get
these ... engineer's estimates to be more accurate because they're just so far off base.
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Some of 'em .. .like you said, there's a few of them that, I guess, are close enough. But
they're also, they're very manini cost. So .. .l think somehow you need to get in sync
with this consulting engineer and make sure that the estimates that are brought to the
Council in the future are closer to what is actually on the ground. And you know, I
understand what you said about you can never really predict because a contractor may
have another project here and he wants to piggyback and ... and so he might have
different. .. estimates or bid ... unit bids, but. . .I would think that would mean his unit
price would go down, rather than double what the engineer's estimate is. And so it
makes it really difficult for overall planning for this Council to look into the
future--especially when we're looking at bond money and we're trying to keep that at a
minimum--when we get these big surprises. And, and, because the engineer's estimate is
so far off. And if you're saying it's because it's a mainland, you know, contractor and
he's not cognizant of the "Maui factor", or the "Molokai factor", then I would hope that
your Department would make him aware of that so that in the future ...we don't get
such... you know broad changes at the last minute. 'Cause it makes it really difficult.
And .. .it makes it really difficult because we have to justify a cost increase to the
taxpayer. 'Cause this is eventually all gonna come out of their pocket. So ... thank you
for the opportunity, Mr. Chair. I just wanted to ... put my two cents in on this because I
think ...
. . . well, we are looking at. .. a big commitment and ... for future. And this is the only
landfill we have on Maui. .. per se, for this amount of...refuse. And I guess we need to
be more accurate about our future estimates on, not just time but money. Because now
we're up against the wall and, I mean, I don't even wanna get into what DOH is saying to
you as far as violations. But ...
. . . I'm just hoping that that's something that you could work into your future proposals.
MR.

I understand your concern. I have
same concerns. What
trying to do
the situation... my, my plan is,
we did we
it similarly Wastewater, is
one, a better
schedule ... probably a six-year
lOO'Klfl2: at--again,
To, to
it
proj ect one
gap so
Based on
engineering estimate,
I come to
probably construction
3
guess, without a design consultant.
HHUH.'"

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Ahh.
MR. TAKAMINE: So I think the estimate really, and then the engineer tried to make it work, I
think. But. .. the way you see it here, broken down by line item is the way it should be.
And the only way you're gonna get one of these is probably get in, go into design first,
get a design engineering consultant to give you that number, and then I come to you
requesting the money. So that, that's our goal--to, to try to preclude this from happening
in the future.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you for that.
MR. TAKAMINE: Again, it's all dependent on if I have the time to do it.
and ...things are moving very fast for some reason ... (laughter) . ..

And, and,

CHAIR KANE: Okay, the Chair would like to-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I appreciate that intention. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any final questions, Members, before your Chair. .. provides a
recommendation?
... Hearing none ...to Administration, as you can see the frustration on our side. So
thank you for tolerating our extensive questions, but it is frustrating when we deal with a
request that is more than double what you asked for just six months ago on this particular
item with the 3 million dollars, which I think you represented was something that
included some overage and some, some wiggle room. And here we are six months later,
asking for more than... more than double of what the original appropriation was. But be
that as it may, Members, we're dealing with a time-sensitive issue where we'll ... the, the
consequence of us not moving forward in your Chair's opinion is that we're, we're gonna
run out of permitted capacity of, of landfill. And it can cause some very dire
consequences to the County. So your Chair's recommendation will be to move forward
the revised proposed bill as ...which is listed on your number 1 on your agenda. We will
have a revised proposed bill there. And as I stated in my opening remarks, there were
some ... quotation marks, ending quotation marks that were added in Sections 1,2,3, and
4. And the Chair will also ask for the Committee to allow Staff to make any
nonsubstantive format changes that may be required before the first reading at Council, as
number 2 on your
well as moving forward the original bill ... numbered under. .
.. as
as filing
Communication 06-234.
agenda, as well
So rnr,~,,"·ri
Second.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Second.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR KANE: Moved and seconded, Members Hokama and .. .I think Pontanilla. Am I
correct? Thank you. Okay, Members, we are in discussion. And since we've had a lot
of discussion during the Q&A part, I hope that we can keep that part limited.
Mr. Hokama?
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chainnan, thank you very much. I am in support of your
recommendation to the Committee this afternoon. I will just make note, Mr. Chainnan,
and .. .if you can.. .if you would verify that on the second... proposed bill, it has passed
first reading?
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... And that the Committee is ...
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Again, 1. . .1, I would-CHAIR KANE: No-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --I'm just curious since it says "Bill 35 (2006)".
. . . We have two things, right, a proposed bill for an ordinance to amend the Budget.
And then we have a proposed bill to .. .increase the bond. I, I'm just asking for
clarification, please, Mr. Chainnan.
CHAIR KANE: No problem. Mister... Taguchi?
MR. TAGUCHI: ... I believe the second bill has not passed first reading. If I could ask the
Budget Director?
CHAIR KANE: Yeah.
MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chair?

not
Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Chainnan, thank you very much for allowing that
to ... question to be responded to. But I would agree with you that on your basic premise,
Mr. Chainnan, that we're dealing with some environmental and health issues, should the
landfill not be able to continue to operate and take care of our various communities'
requirements as it regards to solid waste. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further discussion? Mr. Pontanilla?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I'll be supporting your recommendation. And I'd like to
thank the Director. .. Arakawa, as well as the Division Chief, Mr. Takamine, for
providing us with some future .. .information in regards to the Maui Landfill. And when
they do corne up for Phase V and Phase VI, understanding after today's meeting, would,
we will be getting better estimates from our engineers or our consultants. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further discussion, Members? Just one final note, 3.3 million
dollars in the Fiscal Year '07 Budget, if it was before us then, would have had some very
serious ... differences, I think, as far as our final budget outcome--with that 3.3 million
dollars. So anyway, this is no small thing, and I know that the Administration is not
trying to make it as a small thing. They, they're, it's .. .it is very significant. So we all
realize that. But in this case, it's a tough one. And it's food for thought for those
Members that will be here next term for Budget, when you folks have proposals for
capital improvement on major projects such as these ... that. .. don't be afraid to ask the
questions .. .like these, that we're asking in this meeting today. Should be something that
you take with you as ... food for thought. Anyway, that's my final comment. Members,
all in favor signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed? Let the record show it's unanimous with members present. We have
Members Carroll, Johnson, and Mateo excused. We have six "ayes". The motion passes.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Molina,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.

NOES:

None.

Pontanilla,

Tavares,

None.

ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised Budget bin, FIRST
READING of Bond bill, and FILING of communication.

CHAIR KANE: Time now is 2:53, Members. The Committee will stand in recess 'til 3:05.
Committee is in recess ... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

2:53 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:10 p.m.
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CHAIR KANE: ... (gavel) . .. Members, we are reconvened. Thank you for that recess. If you
can, please direct your attention to Budget and Finance Item Number 97 on your agenda.
ITEM NO. 97:

GRANT FUNDS FROM THE STATE OF HAWAII; AND AMENDING
FY 2007 BUDGET, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE,
AND REPAIR OF COUNTY ROADS) (C.c. No. 06-223)

CHAIR KANE: The grant funds from the State of Hawaii, and amending the Fiscal Year '07
Budget, Department of Public Works and Environmental Management, regarding
construction, maintenance, and repair of County roads. Members, the Committee is in
receipt of County Communication Number 06-223 from the Budget Director,
transmitting a proposed bill entitled: a bill for an ordinance amending Appendix A of the
Fiscal Year 2007 Budget for the County of Maui as it pertains to the Department of
Public Works and Environmental Management. The purpose of this proposed bill is to
add a grant of funds from the State of Hawaii for the construction, maintenance, and
repair of County roads in the County of Maui in the amount of 2 million dollars.
Members, the Department intends to use the funds--unless they have changed, but I don't
think they have, unless they're gonna tell us--for two capital improvement projects. First,
the Hansen Road realignment of approximately 1.4 million dollars; as well as the
Hina Avenue improvements for approximately 600,000 dollars. Members, the State
appropriated these funds back in the 2005 State Legislative Session, but these funds were
not made available to the County because of legal. .. a legal problem involving using
State Highway Funds on County-owned roadways. The State was able to resolve the
problem and made the grant funds available approximately one month before the funds
would lapse on June 30th , 2006. And if you recall, Members, at the Maui County Council
meeting of June 23rd earlier this year, we adopted Resolution 06-60 ...Resolution
Number 06-60, authorizing the acceptance of grant funds from the State for the
construction, maintenance, and repair of County roads.
revised proposed
that's
before us
A
Fiscal
'07 Budget to appropriate
Uh..

GINOZA:
comments.

you,Mr.
defer to the Director.

was well

So I

no

CHAIR KANE: Thank: you. Director Arakawa, any additional comments before I open up for
questions?
MR. ARAKAWA: Mr. Chair. .. as you noted, we are proposing the use of the 2 million dollar
State Highway Fund grant for two projects. A total of 1.4 million is proposed to be used
for Hansen Road alignment. This would be--realignment. This is in the area from the
Puunene Post Office toward Pulehu Road. Hansen Road is a major collector road which
will only increase in importance as a link between the Upcountry, Paia-Haiku area and
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Kihei-Wailea. And it is an important alternative connector road instead of using crowded
Dairy Road. A total of 600,000 dollars is proposed is for Hina Avenue resurfacing. And
Hina Avenue is also an important collector within the Kahului region, and it provides
links with Papa Avenue, Lono Avenue, Kamehameha Avenue, and Wakea Avenue. We
respectly [sic} request your approval of this request. And Cary Yamashita, our
Engineering Division Chief and are ... and I are here to answer any questions that the
Committee may have.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Members, before I recognize Member Molina, followed by
Member Tavares, we do also have our Finance Director here, Mr. Kalbert Young.
Members, do you foresee any need for Mr. Young to stay here and be available for
questions because I, I'd like to cut him loose ifthere are no questions. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I have ... two, two ... specific questions for Mr. Young. So,
Chairman, either.. .if you wanna take care the, take him up now or later, I follow your
directive. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Molina and Ms. Tavares, any objections to us yielding the
floor to Mr. Hokama for the questions for Mr. Young?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objection.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much. Mr. Young, if you can, please come forward.
NOTE:

Pause.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
... (inaudible). ..
. . . (laughter). . .

"--'_LU~L.l '"

'Cause I think he gomg ask the same question I was

sorry.

KANE: ...

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No, no, I think.

not sure.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... (laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: Making wave lengths today. We'll find out about the wave lengths here in a
moment.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... (laughter) . ..
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Chainnan, I am happy to allow ... allow Ms. Tavares to go
.. . {laughter} . .. before me since she did get your attention-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No, no, no-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --prior, prior to mine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --that's okay.
CHAIR KANE: Actually, what I'll request Ms. Tavares to do is, before you ask the question,
while Mr. Young gets settled, she can write down what she thinks you're gonna say.
That way, we can double check later-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: .. .{laughter} . ..
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And then pass it down here.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah, and then pass it down.
ALL: .. .{laughter} . ..
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. That's our moment of humor for the afternoon. Good
afternoon, Mr. Young, if you can identify yourself for the record? And, Mr. Hokama,
you have the floor.
MR. YOUNG: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, Members. Kalbert Young, Director, Department of
Finance.
you. Mr.

.L.L'-""-UAHU

or
we are speaking specifically about
State we
a 2.2
dollar figure .
. . . And they had broken it down: 2 million from Category Band 200,000 from Category
A funds, for a total of 2.2 million. I, I'm just wondering if you can make comment on the
200,000 dollar portion, please. And whether or not eventually the County will have
access to those funds.
MR. YOUNG: Certainly, Mr. Hokama. I'm looking at a... on the reverse of that, that
document, Exhibit that you referenced. For more specific on the 200,000 dollars in
Category A, it looks like that is actually grant-in-aid for anti-drug campaign and
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grant-in-aid for community-based substance abuse prevention. I'm not familiar. .. or
cannot recall whether or not we've actually solicited those funds for those particular
programs.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Okay.
. . . So that was separate ... that, that's totally something separate although it's on the
same appropriation warrant that the State provided us for, for ... road, maintenance,
construction?
MR. YOUNG: Yes, that is, that, that is correct, Mr. Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that ... clarification. 'Cause I was just
wondering whether or not we had an ability to direct that 200,000 .. .(laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama, I believe we did ... for lack of a better term, I, I think we did grab
the money already-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: --in a pre, previous Council action prior to the deadline, which is that 6/30106
deadline.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah.
Mr. Young.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

ask

. . .(laughter) . ..

ALL: ... (laughter) . ..
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: .. .(inaudible). ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... I think if my memory serves me correctly, that we had
some road maintenance projects in this year's Budget that were assigned to bond.
Correct me if I'm wrong, somebody. And I think at the time, we questioned whether or
not road maintenance could qualify as a bond proj ect or not. And would this present an
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opportunity for us to switch out and use this cash for road maintenance and replace what
was gonna be in bond since the previous action we took to put our bond authorization
higher by 3 million or so? And if we can replace ... the bonded maintenance, road
maintenance, then it would only be 1 million more than what we had approved in our
session earlier this year. That's one of my questions.
CHAIR KANE: Your question is directed to our Staff of the Committee-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Or-CHAIR KANE: --Member Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --whoever might remember ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: We had one Upper Ulumalu that was in bond.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We had discussion.
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Taguchi, providing comment?
MR. TAGUCHI: ... Chair Kane-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... (inaudible) . ..
MR. TAGUCHI:
I believe this .. .item, this question was posed to the State Legislature when
Budget and
during the Fiscal
2006. The
it initially came to
intent of the
not
So
to
considered
mayor may not.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay.
remember that discussion now.

I understand your, your response ... and I

CHAIR KANE: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Because there was gonna be another use for that 2 million
dollars, as I recall, during the budget discussion. Uh ...
CHAIR KANE: We all, we had all kinds of back and forth on that-- 34-
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, right.
CHAIR KANE: --if you recall.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So my next question would be to the Department, more or
less. I mean, it's a question to the Department, not to Mister...Young. So I can wait for
· .. {inaudible} . ..
CHAIR KANE: Yeah. And-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: --if there's any more questions for Mr. Young, 'cause, again, I'd like to cut him
loose, Members. Any questions for Mr. Young? Member Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
. . . I'm hoping he's the appropriate person
· .. {laughter} . .. for this question. Mr. Young, on the warrant that you just were
referencing, on the back of it for the 2 million dollars, it states that these funds are to
reflect a subsidy to the County of Maui for repair and maintenance of roads in the
County of Maui. Doesn't say anything about construction or realignment or anything like
that. So ...
· .. do you have any further information on, on... the intent and purpose of these funds
from the State?
MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE:

Ginoza?
I reSiPOI1lCl to ..

MR.

respect to the. .
use of
I, I
we
the ... the request--and it could be after we submitted--the Governor wrote
letter to
confirm the ... the, the grants of monies. And within her correspondence, she mentioned
that these funds were available through Act 178 .. .in 2005 for construction, maintenance,
and repair of County roads. So I believe we need to go back to the ... to the law
and ... and I'm sure she would have referenced it correctly.

... {laughter}. .. Well, I'm glad you're sure
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
· .. {laughter} . .. 'cause I'm not. I, I wanna make sure that we're, you know, using these
funds in the appropriate manner for which the Legislature ...went to a great deal of
trouble to make sure that we got this money. And, and as I recall ... from news accounts
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at the time, it was to help the Counties in repair and maintenance. And it's, that's what
the warrant says. It does not say anything about construction .
... Um ...

MR. GINOZA: Can, can I also-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... I got a problem, but ...
MR. GINOZA: Can I also mention this? I have a copy of HB Number--and don't ask me what
the legal reference is, but HB Number 2423. And what this did was, what this tried to do
was correct the technical problem that occurred back in 2005 where the State Highway
Fund did not provide for disbursements of monies to the County, you know, for, for the
County roads. So the correction to the, the law was that it says to pay the cost of
construction, maintenance, and repair of County roads, provided that none of the funds
expended to a County road or program shall be Federal funds when such expenditure
would cause a violation of Federal law ... (end a/tape, start 2B) . .. In other words, the,
the ...the law was changed in the .. .I believe the State Highway Fund to allow for this
disbursement to happen.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... So when you say "the law was changed", by the State
Legislature?
MR. GINOZA: That's correct. And this is for the State Highway Fund. Because the funds
actually went to the State Highway Funds. And because the State Highway Fund in the
past, I mean before this law changed, did not allow it to disburse monies to the County,
that's what the change in the law was.
NOTE:

Silence.

... So

MR.
NOTE:

Silence.

ANDERSON: ... So after,
after
repair and maintenance, they went back
added or amended it to include construction.

'V.l.J,-,HJ'-'-'"''-LLPJ..J.n.

MR. GINOZA: No. The initial law didn't provide for any payment of Highway Funds to the
County, for County roads. So this provision allowed the State Highway Fund to make
disbursements of the 2 million dollars, you know, for the purpose of County roads.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... Yeah, I, I think we're discussing two different things
here. But ...
. . . I'll let it go.
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... Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Any questions for Mr. Young?
. . . Seeing none, Members, thank you very much ...Mr. Young, we appreciate your
presence. Good afternoon .
. . . Member Molina, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Yeah, thank
for. .. Director Arakawa or Mr. Yamashita.

you,

Mr.

Chairman.

Question

CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
NOTE:

Pause while Mr. Yamashita approached the floor.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ... Just a couple quick questions. First, on Hansen Road.
Would the improvements slated for that area, from the post office to Pulehu Road ... has
it, was there any consideration for lighting? I don't know if there currently is any
lighting along the roadway. But I know if years past because it's so dark, there's been
some accidents. Has that discussion ever surfaced?
MR. YAMASHITA: No. But we'll look into that. Right now, we ...we're just concentrating
on... doing the realignment. And we're working with H ... HC&S to do a walk, land
swap. And they've indicated in preliminary conversations that they're willing to, to help
us out with this project. And, yeah, basically it, it takes away two sharp curves ...just on
the Hana side of the old post office, Puunene Post Office.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. And are
swap is? I
that's straying out

at
out

proposed

it
MR. YAMASHITA: No, right now we're just. . .in the talking stages with Hand, HC&S.
We've given them a plan, preliminary plans. And they've looked at it. And, and we're
still. . .it's no formal negotiations. We're, we're just speaking to them and, and trying to
feel them out. And there, they've been really cooperative with, with, with this project.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. And question for now ...regarding Hina Avenue. Is it
related to, has there been increased traffic counts along Hina as justification for spending
the monies on Hina Avenue, as well as has the LOS or level of service gotten worse?
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MR. Y AMASHIT A: Uh ...no, it, it's just that, that that road is pretty badly deteriorated and the,
the base course is failing right now. So we need to do some reconstruction work.
And ... actually we did have it planned in '08 and because the, the '07 appropriation has
been already take, well, we, we do have roads planned for the '07 appropriations.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. And, 1 know, 1 had received calls from constituents
about that area where Kamehameha and Hina, about the possibility of, you know a street
light or--I, 1 think right now you still have those rumble strips on there and the flashing
light.
MR. YAMASHITA: Yes, we do.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: 1 know some people talked about even a four-way stop there.
So no, no immediate plans to ...
MR. YAMASHITA: ... No.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ... add something to what's already there? Okay. Thank you.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Ms., Ms. Tavares, followed by Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, thank you. The question 1 had was do you have
sufficient money...to cover the projects that were authorized through the Budget for the
road, road improvements?
MR. YAMASHITA: The, the two, well ... for Han--you mean for Hansen Road and for-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No, for

roads

are listed

the Budget.

now,

MR. YAMASHITA: --completed
our first quarter. .. we, we anticipate we're gonna use all
of our ... (laughter) . .. funding that's been allotted for road resurfacing for, for each
District. So we don't anticipate any surplus that we could use to, to implement these
projects here.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Well, I'm talking about the other way, is using the road-MR. YAMASHITA: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --for this project, the money for this project-- 38 -
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MR. YAMASHITA: Oh, I see.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --to make sure that-MR. YAMASHITA: I see.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --we get already approved roads completed and not half-way
done or not done, do the project at all 'cause-MR. YAMASHITA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --it doesn't have enough money. 'Cause you, there were
some pretty big roads that were included in the Budget as, you know, specific, identified
roads.
MR. YAMASHITA: Yes. Yes, and, and we feel that we, we are able to, to do whatever roads
were .. .line-itemed out-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. YAMASHITA: --in the, in the '07 Budget with what was appropriated.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Okay. Good, because I, I believe that Hansen Road
does need to be ... fixed-MR. YAMASHIT A: Definitely.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
use, stand
now.

usmg

I can give
99
complete.

on,on

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, great. .. {inaudible} . ..
MR. YAMASHITA: We're, we were anticipating to receive Federal funding-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. YAMASHITA: --but then because it wasn't classified under the, the functional
classification Statewide, we, we try to get that on the, on the Statewide classification, but
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State DOT has ... has mentioned to us that they needed to update Statewide their
classification listing. And, and they haven't gotten to that yet.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. YAMASHITA: And, and that is why we've been experiencing a delay in reo .. well,
actually classifying Hansen Road and Waiko Road, which are two roadways that are not
yet classified.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So is "classification" the STIP?
MR. YAMASHITA: Yes. They need to be classified before it'll qualify for the STIP.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: For the STIP. Okay.
MR. YAMASHITA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Pontanilla, followed by Member Anderson. You had a
question?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. The Hansen Road realignment, I, I
know it's kind of winding, yeah? Probably unsafe at certain location, like you mention,
two sharp curves.
MR. YAMASHITA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: ... I know at one time, I, I don't know
operation in
area,
new realignment take
particular
MR.
two areas.
a
a
section
we're realigning. And there's a
involved--almost. .. 7,000 yards.
so ... that's why the, they cost, we, we ... we project the cost to be around 1 million for a
quarter mile section. Which, which is kind of high, but because of the drainage
crossings ... associated with the project and we also have one pole that we need to
relocate. You know, so, you know ...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. You know at the Puunene Post Office area, will
the ... new road or realigned road go all the way to the intersection of Mokulele and
Hansen Road? Or will it stop at Puunene Post Office?
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MR. YAMASHITA: No, it, it's just. . .I have a plan that, that shows the, the limits of it.
Unfortunately, I just have one copy though ... {inaudible} . ..
NOTE:

Pause while Mr. Yamashita provided the plans to Councilmember Pontanilla.

CHAIR KANE: ... Mr. Yamashita, what we'll do is you can, you can leave that with them, and
then we can pass it down if Members would like to see it. I'm sure you have it
color-coded so we can figure out what your, what the proposal is. Any further questions,
Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Uh ... yeah, one, one more question. Do you know if
there's any plans improving the road from the Post Office to Mokulele Highway?
MR. YAMASHITA: No, not at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Member-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: --Anderson, followed by...well, we have a few people, so Member Molina.
Go ahead, Member Anderson, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. Urn ...
· .. you know, I'm very familiar with this road because I drove it daily for many, many
years and--when I lived Up country. And now that I live in Kihei, I take it often to go up
and see friends Up country. So I have been on this road ... often and recently. And, yeah,
it could
straightened out. But I also
that the curves in
road keep the traffic
drainage
where
bridge
slow because
to be very slow to go across
IS. And
two big curves
gonna
.. one
out.
MR. YAMASHITA:

correct.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And you know, I'm not at all surprised that HC&S is being
very cooperative since this road goes through their land and it will benefit them greatly.
And not to mention ...the large parcel ...
· .. 143 acres of Light Industrial that they're also doing that will be abutting this road. In
fact ...
· .. not necessarily "abutting it", but next to it, in that area. So I'm just wondering since
this have never been in any CIP project, why you're choosing the bulk of this money that
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we're getting from the State, which is basically, you know, a free 2 million
dollars--nothing's free, but an unexpected 2 million dollars. Why are you using the bulk
of that for this road? What's, what's the purpose? And, you know, I know you already
said that, you know ...
· .. the intersection ... of. ..Hansen and, and Mokulele ...
· .. is gonna increase traffic on this road, but you know, I .. . (sigh) . .. I think if you
straighten the road out, it's gonna increase .. .(laughter). .. traffic on the road
· . .(laughter). .. I don't think the light has anything to do with it. And, so I'm just
wondering of all the roads in the County that could use 1.6 million dollars, why you
chose this road for the bulk ofthis ... State fund.
MR. YAMASHITA: Well, basically because the design is already completed and that would,
and, and we have no land issues to deal with ...we felt that it was a project that, that
could be bid out. .. with very little.. .in very short time. And ... and... you know, we've
been waiting for at least three years to get it programmed for Federal funding. And, and
we haven't been successful. So we, we just saw this as an opportunity to, to take care of
a situation that. .. that we do see as hazardous ...with, within the Central, Central area.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And then... why has this never been in the CIP project,
then? Why has it never corne forward?
CHAIR KANE: I'm gonna interject real quickly. Member Anderson, we're, we're just
verifying, but Hansen Road realignment has been a part of the past couple of years of
proposed budgets. And so we have copies of pages showing that it's been part of the
request that's been corning forward.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I just looked

~vv~'-u,' ..

last year's Budget

at a copy--go UU'-'"'."

was
plans.
2007, it is projected
any of the 2006 or 2007 Budget.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But it's in the 2007 Budget-MR. TAGUCHI: The five-year plan, yes.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... Maybe you could point that out to me.
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MR. TAGUCHI: Sure.
CHAIR KANE: Sorry, and we just, just to give you that information.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, I appreciate that-CHAIR KANE: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
--because, you know, if I'm wrong, I'm wrong.
Urn ...then I will yield to someone else.
CHAIR KANE:
Thank you, Member Anderson.
Member Tavares.

Member Molina,

followed by

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And thank you, Mr. Chairman. In, in terms of the asphalt
availability on Oahu, I presume, we're gonna get some of that asphalt and everything else
to do both Hina and Hansen, that'll come from there. And taking in consideration of
cost, the spiraling cost of--well, for now we got level. . .1evel cost on fuel, but in terms of
unanticipated cost overruns ... being that this money initially is coming from the State,
was that all factored in as far as the grant goes? And if there is a cost overrun, will the,
probably the County have to pick up that difference or is that something the State would
be ...
MR. YAMASHITA: I don't-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ... open to ...
MR.

YAMASHITA:
--think that. .. the ...well, the, the 2 million dollars reflects
the .. .inflationary figures we're receiving now for projects.
we have, our cost is
figures that,
accounted
based, IS based on
.. present-day
on
potential cost overruns.
our
as to should there
cost overruns. I. . .I guess one can
guess we
may have to end up picking up the difference on that. Which I hope we, as a bridge, we
don't ever have to cross. So--

MR. YAMASHITA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --anyway, thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Ms. Tavares, questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, as a follow-up on Mr. Pontanilla's question about
between the post office and the intersection with, at Mokulele. Is that all now paved? I
mean, I drive it every now and then, but I can't forget where the bumpiness starts 'cause
I'm slowing down for that bridge .. . (laughter) . .. to make that wild tum. But is that in
front of the post office, all the way to Mokulele? Is that been recently resurfaced?
MR. YAMASHITA: Hmmm .. .I don't think so. No. So, so ... the, the areas that are .. .I guess
the approach is, to, to this improvement on both ends still need to be improved with some
kind of resurfacing.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: But that's not included in-MR. Y AMASHIT A: In the future-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --yourproject.
MR. YAMASHITA: No, no. There's not-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: But-MR. YAMASHITA: --not enough money to do that.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: 'Cause the ... yeah, you have red and blue lines or whatever.
So the red is what is what you're going to do with this money.
MR. YAMASHITA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: That's taking the tum out, the bridge by the offices ...
MR.
tum

No-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: There's still curves in that road.
MR. YAMASHIT A: It still curves-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
MR. YAMASHITA: --a little. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But gentle curves.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... {inaudible} . ..
CHAIR KANE: Any additional questions?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Mr. Yamashita ...
. . . except for this 1.4 million dollar portion, which is a realignment ...
. . . from Mokulele ...to Hana Highway on Hansen Road .. .I assume you gonna come
back to Council for, to resurface the umesurfaced portions. So what are we looking at to
get this whole road squared away to, to a...repaved standard level? Another 5 million
dollars to take care of the balance of the unfinished portions of the road?
MR. YAMASHITA: No. Actually, the rest of the road .. .I don't think there's, it's too bad, in
too bad of shape. Uh .. .it'll be basically be resurfacing, strictly. And .. .I, I would hate
to guess, but I can provide you an estimate to, to actually...resurface it from Mokulele
all the way to Hana Highway.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And, and I just ask that since you have now moved this portion up
since you have funds available ...to supplement our efforts. I'm just assuming you gonna
come back and expedite the balance of the road improvement requirements.
is correct.

CHAIR KANE: Any

questions, Members? Ms. Anderson?

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It's not really a question. I just wanna make a comment,
Chair, on...what Member Tavares said. Going towards Mokulele .. .it's ... right after the
Sugar Museum ... towards Mokulele it's repaved.
MR. YAMASHIT A: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But from the Sugar Museum this way, it's not.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So-CHAIR KANE: Thank you for that infonnation.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --but I don't think it's that bad. It's much worse in other
places.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... (laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: Any additional questions?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Follow-up please, Chainnan.
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokarna?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you .
. . . I don't know, I think Mr. Molina may, may have brought up ... so ... there is no, at
this point, time, point in time, Mr. Yamashita, any... departmental. .. options to provide
one light more or two post more ... street lighting to assist potential. .. or to flag a
potential areas of concern--whether it be an upcoming intersection or a curvature in the
road? There's no intention for us, for the County to do additional lighting along
Hansen Road?
MR. YAMASHIT A: Right now, we, we don't have any plans. But I thought there was one light
that's ... existing at the curve near the, closer to the post office. But I, I'm not too sure
about that. But I know there's a utility pole, but I, I don't know there's a light on it.
we will definitely look into, you know, installing lights. You know,
if. . this
proposal doesn't go through, we
look at
means to .. .try to "''''UU'''.H'''
.. the "b"U~"b'

And, and
within the view of the, the vehicles.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that, Mr. Yamashita. Chainnan ...
. . . I, I would just ask if you would allow me to ask questions on, regarding Hina Avenue
at this time.
CHAIR KANE: Yes. Please.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Yamashita, just help me. You are so familiar with
this. When you state that part of this description for your project is to coldplane, install
new ATB base ...
. . . can you help us-MR. YAMASHIT A: Oh, okay-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --in layman's understanding of-MR. YAMASHITA: Yes-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --coldplaning and ATB base and whatnot?
MR. YAMASHITA: That will be done in selected areas. We'll go out and, and we can identify
areas where the, the existing base course ...there's no fines. And so what, what happens
is when it rains, the, the, the road keeps on sinking because the, the base course isn't,
isn't solid any more.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. YAMASHITA: So what we'll do is we'll just. .. by coldplaning, we'll just take everything
out all the way down to the subgrade, which is the, the, the dirt level and, and rebuild it
up. And, and put in a better...base course material. And... and, and cap it with a mixed
five asphalt pavement.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So that ATB base is the, when you rebuild from the sub, sub ...
MR. YAMASHIT A: Yes, is, is--

--a

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
600,000. .
trying to get a sense
scope that you can do. Because I'm sure there may be some people in
.. .{laughter} . .. Mr. Pontanilla's district thinking, you know, they might see some major
improvements and then after the Department's done, they're going "is that all they did?".
And so, to be fair to you and your Division ... (laughter) . .. can you just help us get the,
get a better feel for what 600,000 dollars will be doing at this Hina, Wakea, Mokapu area
please?
MR. YAMASHITA: Yeah. Well, basically, it'll be the reconstruction and paving 2Y2 inches of
AC, which is going across the entire width of the roadway. And we'll be starting from
Mokapu and working all the way down to Wakea Avenue. And because of the, you
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know, inflated cost we're incurring for asphalt, we're running in, between 150 to 170
dollars per ton right now. And ... and that's almost double what we've been experiencing
just about a little over a year ago. So that is why, you know, we can't do as much for, for
the money.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We, we understand that, Mr. Yamashita.
MR. Y AMASHIT A: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So just sharing that. .. you know, I, I can... have a better sense if you
talk to me about linear. .. feet and whatnot. So that'll take care of one block worth of
work? Two blocks worth of work?
MR. YAMASHITA: No, the ... Mokapu is .. .I believe two streets ...mauka of Papa Avenue.
And we'll resurface the whole, the whole section of Hina all the way to Wakea.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I know-MR. YAMASHITA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --what you're talking about now. Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIR KANE: .,. Member Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, just one question, again, on Hansen.
you're gonnaneed 7,000 cubic yards offill.
MR. Y AMASHIT A: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
stockpiled
NOTE:

MR.

HC&S is

Silence.

.. we, we
really reduce our cost for the project.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I think that they should donate it to you because-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --it's going right back on their land-MR. YAMASHITA: Yes--
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --for a good purpose.
MR. YAMASHITA: --and, and-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And it's gonna be, you know, a big advantage to them
because you notice this, you're straightening this out right at the entrance of their mill.
Or their offices, anyway.
MR. YAMASHITA: Correct. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I hope you do ask them to donate that.
MR. YAMASHITA: We, we'll do that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
MR. YAMASHITA: Yes.
CHAIR KANE: Any final questions before your Chair gives you a recommendation?
. . . Hearing none, Members, the Chair apologizes. I made reference to a revised
proposed bill. We do not have a revised bill. We have the original bill that was
submitted to us via County Communication 06-223 from our Budget Director. Your
Chair's recommendation is to move forward the proposed bill and filing of County
Communication Number 06-223.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So moved, Mister-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
HOKAMA:

none,

favor say "aye".

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed? Let the record show it's unanimous with two excused; Johnson,
Mateo excused. We had seven "ayes". Moving forward to the full Council for
consideration.
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AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll, Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

VOTE:

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Mateo.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of bill and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR KANE: Members, that concludes our Budget and Finance Committee agenda for this
afternoon. Time now is 3:47. This meeting... for October 3rd , 2006 is adjourned
.. .(gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

3:47p.m.

Transcribed by: Camille Sakamoto
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